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MEXICO BEYOND MARIACHI is an
ensemble of professional teaching
artists, musicians, actors, and
dancers whose love of the traditions,
festivals and richness of life in Mexico
shines bright in every performance.
The group is comprised of performers
from different cultural backgrounds
as well as first and second generation
Mexicans.
OUR PHILOSOPHY is rooted in the belief
that art and culture form an integral
part of the development of an
individuals’ outlook on life. Personal
engagement, community experiences,
and the celebration of commonality
gives people an understanding of
their place in a societal structure, as
well as embedding the importance of
their active participation.
YOU WILL FIND all of these elements in
SUGAR SKULL! A Dia de los Muertos
Musical Adventure.
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Fun Facts About Día De Los Muertos
•

The celebration of the holiday dates back almost 3,000 years to
unique celebrations by the Aztecs/Meshicas marking the passage of
a person’s “teyolia”, or inner force, to several afterworlds.

•

Once the Spanish conquered Mexico, the practice of honoring the
dead was moved to All Soul’s Day.

•

It is about love, not fear.

•

It is not the Mexican version of Halloween.

•

It isn’t a scary holiday so there aren’t any ghosts, witches, zombies
or the devil.

•

People set up small altars in their houses with the favorite food and
drink of their loved ones who have passed.

•

In some parts of Mexico entire families spend the whole night at
the cemetery, which is illuminated with the light of candles
everywhere.

•

It is a day of happiness because we remember our loved ones.

•

It is a recognition of the cycle of life.
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Vocabulary
OFRENDA (Spanish for offering) is a collection of objects placed
on a ritual altar during the annual and traditionally Mexican Día
de Muertos celebration.
PAN DE MUERTO (Spanish for bread of the dead), also called pan
de los muertos or dead bread in the United States, is a type of
sweet roll traditionally baked in Mexico during the weeks
leading up to the Día de Muertos, which is celebrated on
November 1 and 2.
ABUELITA is the diminutive form of abuela, similar to what
“granny” is to grandmother. You use the diminutive to add
“affection” and “tenderness”. When you say abuelita you mean
“dearest grandma” in a very personal way.
CALACA a colloquial Mexican Spanish name for skeleton) is a
figure of a skull or skeleton(usually human) commonly used for
decoration during the Mexican Day of the Dead festival,
although they are made all year round.
LA MUERTE means death in Spanish. Oftentimes La Muerte is
personified, and can be interpreted as either a man or a woman.
CEMPAZUCHITL is the Nahuatl word for the yellow marigold, the
traditional flower for Day of the Dead. It is thought to attract
the spirits home.
NAHUATL refers to the people and language indigenous to
southern Mexico and Central America, including the Aztecs.
Varieties of this language are still spoken today by an estimated
1.5 million Nahua peoples.
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About the Show
Young Vita thinks her family has gone loco planning a celebration
for deceased loved ones. Why throw a party for the dead? But
when a candy skeleton on her abuelita’s cemetery ofrenda
suddenly springs to life, Vita finds herself on a magical, musical
journey to unravel the true meaning of Día de los Muertos. Meet
Sugar Skull, a charismatic candy skeleton who dreams of riding
the exclusive train to Who-Knows-Where. Along with her skeletal
new friend, Vita dances with ancient ancestors, sings with a
sorrowful sorceress, escapes the trickster Chaneques, and even
meets the famous Catrina Calavera. But can this clever youth help
him get on the train before it’s too late? Sugar Skull! is a joyous,
heartfelt adventure that features a company of gifted musicians
and dancers who delve into the rich, tuneful traditions of Día de
los Muertos.
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The Music
Vita’s quest to find the true meaning of Día de los Muertos takes
students on a magical journey through time and place into a Mexico
that they rarely get to see. Much of the magical journey involves
instruments that are both ancient and modern, all of which are still
played in present day Mexico.
WIND
OCARINAS: Flutes made out of clay
Sopranino Recorder: High pitched
recorder
WIND WHISTLE: Handmade cylindrical
flutes made out of clay
CONCH SHELLS: You blow into them
using the same technique as playing a
trumpet
PERCUSSION
HUEHUETL (way-weh-tl): Large wooden
drum
TEPONAZTLE (Te-po-nas-tleh): Log drum
Turtle Shells played with deer antlers
PALO DE LLUVIA: Rainsticks
QUIJADA DE BURRO: Donkey Jaw Bone
(Yes! by scraping the teeth you can
get a sound)
TARIMA: small wooden platform where
a dancer makes rhythm patterns with
their shoes

STRINGS
VIOLIN: The smallest of the
string instruments in an
orchestra.
JARANA JAROCHA: Small
guitarlike instrument from
the state of Veracruz
VIHUELA: Small 5 string
instrument with a “belly”
in the back played
throughout central Mexico.
GUITAR: Six string
instrument of European
origin played throughout
Mexico.
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The Characters
Vita encounters all types of real and mythical people that exist in Mexican
folklore on her journey. Some of the characters look very similar in the
show, and some are interpretations. Match the characters!
CATRINA CALAVERA

LA BRUJA

CHANEQUES

MESHICA/AZTECAS

VIEJITOS DE MICHOACAN
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Resources
From the Menello Museum: a detailed PDF lesson plan that includes
learning about the history, and then creating an altar, sugar skulls, bread
of the dead, and more. Archived here, courtesy of the internet archive.
Smithsonian Latino Center’s Theatre of the Dead
Interactive Learning Portal
Each year the LAII partners with the National Hispanic Cultural Center to
celebrate and recognize the cultural heritage and practices associated
with Día de los Muertos. Out of that partnership, the LAII produced a
curriculum guide to provide hands-on art activities and literacy exercises
to bring Día de los Muertos to the classroom.
ESOL Courses has worksheets for varying ages and language abilities
The Mexican Folk Art Guide shares a great deal of easily accessible
information on this celebration, including some beautiful art history.

STUDENT READING LIST

The Spirit of Tío Fernando / El espíritu de tío Fernando: A Day of the
Dead Story / Una historia del Día de los Muertos by Janice Levy
A Gift for Abuelita / Un regalo para Abuelita: Celebrating the Day of the
Dead / En celebración del Día de los Muertos by Nancy Luenn
Pablo Remembers: The Fiesta of the Day of the Dead by George Ancona
Days of the Dead by Kathryn Lasky
Day of the Dead: A Mexican-American Celebration by Diane HoytGoldsmith
Beto and the Bone Dance by Gina Freschet
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Peter Bogdanos
Director
646.256.5590
peterb@mexicobeyondmariachi.com
www.mexicobeyondmariachi.com
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